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Pre-K & Kindergarten 

 Rosalie Medina! (Kinder) Rosalie is a fantastic student, she always tries her best! She comes to school every day eager 

to learn new things! ~S. Coronado 

 Sherlyn Guerrero! (Kinder) Sherlyn ALWAYS does a wonderful job explaining her thinking in math! ~A. Hagan 

 Andrea Ocampo! (Kinder) Andrea has grown so much as a reader and writer! She tries her best every day and has been 

working very hard, I am so proud to have her in my class! ~S. Coronado  

 Joshua Alay! (Kinder) Joshua counted to 100 for the first time this week! I am so proud of him. ~A. Hagan  

 Kaylie Flores Guevara! (Kinder) Kaylie is a great helper and an exceptional student. Thank you for always being kind 

Kaylie! ~B. Capo  

 Franklin Munoz Mejia! (Kinder) Franklin always comes to class excited to create new things! He is kind to others and 

always works hard on his artwork. He is a wonderful student! ~L. Penry 

 Karla Monsibais! (Kinder) Karla always comes to school prepared to learn! She also loves helping her classmates and 

teacher whenever possible. Karla is a wonderful example to her class! ~B. Capo   

First Grade 

 Benjamin Leal! Benjamin is an excellent student who always completes his work on time and gets all A's. He willingly 

participates in class discussions and shares great ideas. He is friendly with his peers and always follows CHAMPS 

expectations. Benjamin follows directions very well and will explain them to his non-English speaking peers. He is an 

excellent leader in our classroom. ~C. Loebsack 
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 Dante Garcia! Dante is always helping the teacher to keep the classroom clean by cleaning up after himself and his 

peers. He always works quietly when doing independent work and follows CHAMPS expectations throughout the 

building. Dante does his best to complete all of his classwork, even if he is absent the day before he will ask for his 

work. He finishes his work on time and If he has difficulty understanding, he will always ask the teacher for help. ~C. 

Loebsack  

 Sidra Williams! Sidra has been working so hard in math! She always has such a sweet smile and is a great helper. ~C. 

Kunkel 

 Natalie Rodriguez! Natalie always works hard in class and is very respectful. I am very proud of all the growth she has 

shown in math class – way to go Natalie! ~N. Weibel  

 Latika Hernandez! Latika has been a great helper and friend to our new student in art class this week! Great job, 

Latika. I am so proud of you! ~A. Caron  

Second Grade 

 Amy Martinez! Amy noticed a student was sitting alone, so she gave up sitting with her friends to make sure the 

student was not by herself. She is always encouraging to others and makes sure everyone feels included. Amy is a very 

kind and wonderful student! ~L. Penry  

 Johan Chahin! Johan is a very dedicated student, he likes reading and writing! ~J. Martinez  

 Miguel Segueri! Miguel is developing his reading fluency and comprehension. ~J. Martinez  

 Daniel Rodriguez! Daniel is such a hard worker and he is always so eager to learn. He is always making me laugh, he is 

such a joy to have in class. ~C. Kunkel  

 John Flores! John is improving his phonological awareness. He works hard every day! ~J. Martinez  

 Keylinn Giron! Keylinn is a very enthusiastic student, she loves writing, reading and social studies. ~J. Martinez 
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Third Grade 

 Andrew Brenek! Andrew did awesome on his math this week. He was so excited to learn and was even asking for more. 

~C. Kunkel  

Fourth Grade 

 Hilario Basilio! Hilario has grown so much as an artist. He doesn't give up when something is difficult and keeps 

practicing until he improves. He respects the art studio and reminds others to take care of the materials, and 

encourages them to keep trying when they want to give up! ~L. Penry  

 Andrew Porter! Andrew is such a sweetie and an amazing helper. He has been working so hard in math and is always 

giving his all. ~C. Kunkel  

 Yandel (Andy) Caracheo! This week in art class, I saw Andy being a wonderful leader and friend to his classmates! 

Great job Andy! ~A. Caron  

 Bryan Hernandez! Bryan showed the most work on his math renaissance test. Great job Bryan! ~K. Eakin 

 Evelin Galo! Evelin thought of and helped the newer students with their music responses, explaining it very accurately 

and articulately too. ~L. Penry 

 Betsabet Lopez! Betsabet made the most growth and showed the most work on her math Renaissance test. ~K. Eakin 

 Andrew Garcia! Andrew has grown 2 grade levels in math this year!! Awesome job, Andrew! ~K. Eakin 

Fifth Grade 

 Jeremi Arias Ramirez! Jeremi always makes sure to sweep up after every table and makes sure the Art room is left 

clean and tidy! He helps out others and is very kind. ~L. Penry 
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 Yoselyn Ventura!  Yoselyn is very organized and responsible. She always makes sure everyone has what they need to 

create their artwork, and makes sure the art room is organized and clean. She is a wonderful leader and excellent at 

guiding others through her encouragement and the example she sets. ~L. Penry 

 Kevin Blas! Kevin is an extraordinary reader! He always participates in class and shows his reading comprehension 

skills. It’s great to see his brain work! ~N. Caraballo 

 Enrique Hernandez!  Enrique is an awesome student who works very hard in my class. He is always asking for work to 

take home and wanting to know how he can improve and learn more. He is very sweet and a joy to have in class. ~C. 

Kunkel  

 Megan Ashley! Megan has jumped right in and bravely created with her new classmates! She is passionate about art 

and I am so glad she is in my class! ~L. Penry 

 Guadalupe Rodriguez!  Guadalupe is such a wonderful and kind student! She helped a student adjust to a new class and 

feel welcomed, and always makes sure everything goes back where it belongs in excellent condition. I enjoy seeing 

everything she creates and am honored to be her art teacher! ~L. Penry  

 Kimberly Ramirez! Kimberly is very creative and always invents new techniques to create art. She helps others explore 

new media and builds their confidence. She is very kind! ~L. Penry 

 Emely Zapata! Emely is one of our Rodeo Art winners! She is always working hard to improve her artwork and she is 

always kind to others. Emely is very dedicated and a wonderful student! ~L. Penry   

 Casandra Ramirez! Casandra is always kind and helps others. She always cleans more than just her desk and makes 

sure she leaves the art studio better than when she arrived. Casandra always works hard and follows all expectations. 

~L. Penry  

 Yarieliz Amador Cruz! Yarieliz has worked hard on her artwork and was one of our Rodeo Art winners. She is an 

outstanding student and always puts forth her best effort. ~L. Penry  
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 Angelina Hernandez! This week, during some free drawing time in art class, I noticed Angelina pushing herself to learn 

a new art skill on her Chromebook! Angelina, YOU ROCK! You are mastering one-point perspective! ~A. Caron 

 Ashley Mejia Perdomo! Ashley’s passion for creating inspires others. She often experiments with new ways to use 

techniques and materials. She encourages others to do the same. Ashley is not afraid to make mistakes and find new 

discoveries. ~L. Penry  

 Alex Santana Gamez! Excellent example of following expectations, always trying his best and never complains when it 

is time to clean up. Alex always helps everyone and works with a purpose. ~L. Penry  


